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Feel Super and Sparkle this Spring
Karey Kyle’s Spring ’06 Jewelry Collection Helps Support BreastCancer.Org
NEW YORK (April 3, 2006) – Spring means serious changes in wardrobe. In addition to
breaking out the strappy sandals and shades, how you accessorize is just as important in
achieving the perfect look as the sun warms the Northern Hemisphere.
Lucky for the fashion-forward, Karey Kyle’s new line of eye-appealing earrings and necklaces
will not only help women sparkle this season, but help support charity, too. When you
purchase Karey’s new Cosmopolitan earrings, 100 percent of the proceeds will be donated to
breastcancer.org, a nonprofit organization dedicated to providing the most reliable,
complete, and up-to-date information about breast cancer. There is no better reason to pick
up a pair of the natural rose quartz and sterling silver earrings to spruce up your spring
accessories while helping a wonderful cause at the same time.
“I’m so glad to partner with breastcancer.org and support a resource that promotes women’s
health,” says Karey. “Education and information is so vital to those affected by breast cancer,
and I designed my Cosmopolitan earrings with this in mind – that hope and dedication are
just as important as research and facts toward finding a cure.”
Inspired by nature and its hues of brown wood, green foliage and blue waters, the spring line
also features Karey’s dramatic Dirty Martini earrings, which combine a single chalcedony
stone surrounded by delicate moonstones and sterling silver hooks, along with ten other
designs sure to please even the most discerning fashion divas.
In addition to her earrings, necklaces also grace the spring line. When going out to brunch,
you’ll want to slip on Karey’s Ginger Champaign necklace. Its 14K gold and sterling silver
chain is draped with a lemon topaz gem, while her Saketini necklace features an alluring
combination of chalcedony and white onyx stones with a sterling silver chain and rings. With
more than a dozen styles to choose from and sporting names including “Vodkatini” and
“Honey Colada,” finding the ideal necklace for any occasion from a rock concert to a
romantic outdoor dinner is a breeze.
You can view Karey’s entire spring 2006 line at www.kareykyle.com. Her tasteful, flirty and
distinctive pieces shine with delicate color with carefully chosen semi-precious stones
accented with sterling silver and/or gold. With a high attention to quality, what makes Karey’s
line a true standout – in addition to attractive design – is the care and personal detail she
puts into each creation.
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